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Grant Thornton member firms use the same methodologies and 
innovative technology platforms and share a common commitment to 
personalised, seamless client service.

Our clients include some of the world’s leading 
Financial institutions, including the Forbes 100 and
smaller emerging disruptors. 

Serving prominent
International Significant 
Institutions

Compared to the Big Four 
firms

Compared to Smaller firms

• More nimble and responsive
• High-touch service delivery
• Active involvement from 

leadership
• Direct, easy access to subject 

matter specialists and robust 
national office  resources 
when needed

• Quick, transparent issue 
resolution

• Right-sized solutions tailored 
to your needs  

Grant Thornton is perfect 
balance

• We have the resources, and 
the skill sets of the 

• larger firms with the 
accessibility and agility of a 
smaller firm

• Better depth of technical and 
industry resources

• Member firms in 
140+countries

• Supported locally by regional 
and national specialists

• Global transparency thinking 
technology and tools

• Value-added thought 
leadership and insight

• Cohesive member firm 
structure

About Grant Thornton
Global Expertise, Local Knowledge

Grant Thornton Spain is the member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL is an international umbrella entity composed of independent member firms in more
than 750 offices across 140+ countries, represented by 62,000+ personnel throughout the world.
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Daniel Fernández 
Domínguez 

Risk Advisory “Core” Services
Risk Advisory is not only our profession, it is also our passion. This is one of the key reasons we can deliver best 
in class products and services, informed by unique regulatory, academic and industry professional insights.
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Grant Thornton – Risk Advisory

Dwayne Price

Alejandro González 
Salcedo

Lukas Majer
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Daniel has vast experience in FSA and 
long track of successful projects in 
banking, insurance and technology 
change. Throughout his career, he has 
supported clients across the globe.

Dwayne held a senior role in the Central 
Bank of Ireland as Head of Banking 
Supervision. His advisory experience 
ranges across sectors and regulatory 
regimes.

Alejandro is experienced professional 
who delivered projects in financial 
industry and insurance sector focusing 
on risk management along 3 Lines of 
Defence, risk & compliance functions 
transformation and regulatory support.

Lukas background is in bank industry and 
has vast experience in bank risk 
management, model build and validation 
focusing mainly on IRB, IFRS9, Stress 
Testing, ESG and risk based pricing.

Our team consist or more then 100 
quant risk professionals across 
Europe, America and Middle East

The team consist of Masters and 
PHDs, FRMs professionals with 
degrees in Econometrics, Finance 
Statistics and Mathematics

We have access to hundreds of 
professionals across wide range of 
services and products

Paseo de la Castellana 81 28046 MADRID

• Regulatory, Industry & Academic Knowledge

• Advance Data Analytics & Remediation

• Methodology [Regression, ML, AI]

• Coding [R, Python, SAS, SQL, VBA, C++]

• Consulting / Presentation 

Quantitative Risk

Prudential / Regulatory  Risk 

Climate & Environmental Risk

Actuarial Risk

Business Risk Services

Credit, Market,  Op, Pillar II

Team Skills Clients

Global Significant Banking Institutions

European Central Bank

Single Resolution Board

Tier II Banks Globally

Investment Funds, MIFID Firms

Assurance transformation

Digital Finance

Impact new businesses

Regulatory reporting

https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-fernandez-60318a61/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alejandro-gonz%C3%A1lez-salcedo-b7162a49/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dwayne-price-b7343a18/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/majerlukas/
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• Numerous successful IRB and 
IFRS9 model submissions and 
regulatory approvals.

• One of the top service providers 
for ECB On Site Inspection 
projects across Europe

• Regular deliveries of internal as 
well as ECB stress testing projects 
including climate stress test

• Significant Trim obligations 
remediation experience - 30 
thousands historical 
modifications remediated and 
implemented into Definition of 
Default.

• Robust repository of industry best 
practices, regulatory 
interpretations and off the shelf 
toolkits

• Numerous publication and 
research papers contributing to 
industry knowledge in key risk 
areas

Development

Validation

Audit & 
Assurance

Regulatory 
Support

Audit of Model Validation Standards and 
Guidelines: 

[IRB, IFRS9 and Credit Decision Models ]

Audit of CCR, IRRBB and Liquidity Framework 
Review of banks target operating models, alignment 

to latest regulatory standards and best industry 
practices

All Lines of Defence Key Quant Risk Areas and Our Achievements Relevant Credentials

IRB Model Development:  
Complete redevelopment of IRB PD and LGD models 

and modelling strategy for both Retail and Non-Retail 
portfolios.

Validation of Review of the Estimates Framework:
Adjustments to both bank polices as well as technical 

implementation in bank systems leveraging on our 
off-the-shelf model monitoring toolkit.

Strategic implementation of ESG Risk Framework
End to end delivery of the bank strategy for ESG 

including, C&E data, risk assessment, risk 
quantification, stress testing and disclosures

Validation Projects Across Numerous Risk Types
IRB, IFRS9, Stress Testing & Forecasting, IRRBB, 

Counterparty Credit Risk, Liquidity Risk, AI and IT Risk

Grant Thornton Quantitative Risk
Our “Core” Services and Recent Credentials

We provide strategic advisory as well as end to end delivery  services across all lines on defense. The core of our services fall under the quantitative risk area covering Data 
Analytics, Credit and Market Risk quantification and management, Stress Testing and Forecasting, Climate & Environmental Risk and IT and Digital Assets Risk . We work with large 
international financial institutions and our team is one of the top providers for ECB On-Site Inspection missions. 

Strategic 

Advisory

End to End 

Delivery

Data Analytics & 
Remediation

Credit Risk, 
IRB, IFRS 9, CECL, 

[PD, LGD, EAD] 

Market Risk,
IRRBB, CSRBB, 

Liquidity, FRTB, CVA, 
FX

Valuations & 
Derivate Pricing

Stress Testing 
& Forecasting, 

ICAAP, ILAAP, P2, 
Models, ICAAP, 

ILAAP

Climate & 
Environmental Risk
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In our publications we focus 
on key industry trends and 
best practices. Our goal is 
to contribute to general 

industry knowledge while 
providing high value for our 

clients 

Industry Thought Leadership – GT Research Hub
Sustainability and Quantitative Risk Expertese

Grant Thornton has published extensively on key sustainability and risk topics, specifically on its impact on the financial sector and 
the wider regulatory trajectory. Our deep understanding of the topic, underpinned by a global network of specialists, and our 
banking sector experience makes us uniquely positioned to help our client understand  challenges and opportunities it presents. 
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https://www.grantthornton.ie/globalassets/1.-member-firms/ireland/insights/publications/grant-thornton-ireland---sustainability---the-road-to-regulation.pdf
https://www.grantthornton.ie/globalassets/1.-member-firms/ireland/insights/publications/grant-thornton---climate-risk-quantification---2022.pdf
https://www.grantthornton.sa/en/insights/articles-and-publications/international-sustainability-standards-board-issues-consultations-on-two-sustainability-standards/
https://www.grant-thornton.gr/en/insights/article/eu-sustainable-finance-taxonomy/
https://www.grantthornton.global/en/insights/articles/from-voluntary-to-mandatory-esg/
https://www.grantthornton.at/en/insights/articles/creating-competitive-advantage-through-sustainability/
https://www.grantthornton.ie/globalassets/1.-member-firms/ireland/insights/publications/machine-learning-in-irb.pdf
https://www.grantthornton.ie/globalassets/1.-member-firms/ireland/insights/publications/grant-thornton-ireland---climate-risk-quantification---focus-on-esg-data-2022.pdf
https://www.grantthornton.ie/globalassets/1.-member-firms/ireland/insights/publications/grant-thornton---fsa-scope-emissions-prediction-model-linear-models-vs-machine-learning-approach.pdf
https://www.grantthornton.ie/insights/publications/squeezed-between-rates-and-time/
https://www.grantthornton.ie/insights/publications/climate-environmental-risks-physical-risk-quantification-framework/
https://www.grantthornton.ie/insights/publications/fast-read-summary-of-ecb-publications-on-ce-risk/#:~:text=Fast%20Read%20Summary%20of%20ECB%20Publications%20on%20Climate-related,discuss%20the%20best%20practices%20observed%20within%20the%20industry.
https://www.grantthornton.es/en/insights/consultoria/cuantificacion-de-riesgos-y-toma-de-decisiones-con-ml/
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Why is Quant Risk My Passion

How is Our Work Shaping Bank Industry and Affecting 
Entities Access to Finance
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How is Quant Risk Affecting the Borrower

Credit Application
Borrower has to provide below info

Key Risk Parameters Assignment

Risk Drivers

  Age = 30 Years

  Education = Masters

  Missed CC payments[L12M] = 1

  

Probability of Default [PD]

  Score     =  250

  Grade    =  2B

  PD =  3%

  

Risk Drivers

  Loan to Value (LTV) = 90 %

  Property Type = Apartment

Loss Given Default

  

Pool  =  4

LGD   =  (1 - Recover Rate) [35%]

  

Risk Drivers

Mortgage amount = 100 K

Credit Card Limit = 5K

Exposure at Default

EAD =  100K + 0.5[CCF] * 5K = 

102.5 K

CCF – Credit Conversion Factor

Risk Quantification

Unexpected Loss

UL = PDadj x LGD x EAD

Risk Weighted Assets

RWA = UL x 12.5

RAROC / Pricing / Credit 

Sanctioning

Risk Adjusted Return on Capital

RAROC = (Gross Profit – 

Expected Loss ) / Unexpected 

Loss

Bank will grant mortgage only if 

RAROC is e.g.  > 13% 

Gros Profit = Yearly interest   

profit banks ears from providing 

mortgage to customers

Unexpected Loss [IRB]

Below schema displays estimation of individual borrower risk and its effect on interest rate and fact if bank will or will not grant a loan.

ECL (Provision) = PD x LGD x EAD

Stage 1 – Performing Borrowers

Stage 2 – Performing Borrowers with 

sign of distress

Stage 3 – Borrowers in default

Expected Credit Loss [IFRS9]

We prepare data, perform data 

quality, remediate incomplete or 

inaccurate data, analyse 

representativeness…, 

We design regulatory compliant 

methodologies, build 

scorecards, calibrations, MoC, 

document and implement 

models

We integrate model outputs into 

bank key risk measures and 

calculate bank capital adequacy

We  integrate model output into 

bank risk based pricing and 

decision making
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How is Quant Risk shaping bank portfolio

𝑈𝐿 = 

𝑖

𝑛

 
𝐸𝐴𝐷 ×  𝐿𝐺𝐷 × 𝑁((1 − 𝑅)−0.5 × 𝐺 𝑃𝐷 +

𝑅

1 − 𝑅

−0.5

× 𝐺 0,999 ) −  

𝑃𝐷 × 𝐿𝐺𝐷 × 1 − 1,5 × 𝑏 𝑃𝐷
−1

× (1 + (𝑀 − 2,5) × 𝑏(𝑃𝐷)

IRB Risk Measures

𝑅𝑊𝐴 = 

𝑖

𝑛

𝑈𝐿 ∗ 12.5

IFRS 9 Risk Measures 

Below schema displays estimation of portfolio credit risk and its effect on bank Capital Adequacy.

𝐸𝐶𝐿 = 

𝑖

𝑛

𝐸𝐴𝐷 ×  𝐿𝐺𝐷 𝑋 [𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 1,2,3 𝑃𝐷]

Internal Capital

Common Equity Tier 

1 (CET1)

Additional Tier 1

Tier 2

Capital 

Conservation Buffer

4.5% 

of 

RWA

1.5% 

of 

RWA

2% or 

RWA

2.5%of 

RWA

Loss Absorption Going Concern

• Own Funds

• P&L 

• Retain Profits

Loss Absorption Gone Concern

• Subordinate Debt

Capital Accumulated in good 

periods to be released in crisis

ECL gets to P&L as a 

cost reduction 

impacting the profit 

downwards

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑑𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑐𝑦 = Internal Capital / RWA

 Capital Adequacy >8% (Cooke Ratio – Basel I)

Loss that will happen 1 in 5000 years
Expected Loss for Next Year / for the life of 

borrower loan



Key trends / milestones for the Financial Industry 2024

We are where a challenge is needed in the Financial Industry.
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• Regulatory expectations – ECB is increasing level of regulatory 

expectations on internal models and good management processes + EBA 

findings in IFRS9 implementation.

• Outsourcing and critical 3rd parties – DORA (Digital Operations Resilience 

Act) establishes a comprehensive risk management framework associated with 

the increase in digitization of the financial sector.

• Basel IV provides changes the approaches for the calculation of RWA, 

regardless of both the risk-type and the use of a STD approach / internal models.

• Banks using digital payments – Banks providing payment services continue 

to face challenges in adopting and complying with complex regulatory 

requirements (ISO20022, Payment Services Directive 2 – PSD 2) requirements.

Mature Risk Areas Emerging Risk Areas
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• Managing Cybersecurity risks (blockchain technology) can invite to evade 

capital.

• Regulatory uncertainty can lead to financial and market instability – Difficult 

to establish strategies. MiCA implementation.

• External providers need to be well managed to avoid gaps. DORA impact 

assessment.
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• Credit Risk – Pressure on the IRB / IFRS9 models vs complexity and high 

build and maintenance costs of these models. Rising interest, Dealing with 

increased risk of defaults.

• Model Risk Management – Banks needs to demonstrate to supervisors that 

model risk is being managed across all stages of the model lifecycle.

• Market risk / IRRBB – Banks are implementing EBA Guidelines on the 

prospective risk to the bank's capital and earnings arising from adverse 

movements in interest rates that affect the bank's banking book positions.

• Financial Crime (AML) – annual risk assessment, as well as policies, 

procedures and controls designed to mitigate any identified or potential risks 

(Customer Risk Assessment, Transaction monitoring, …).

• Fraud Risk management – impact in reputational and financial risk.

• EBA 2024 priority on reviewing  stress testing framework with the 

focus on increased efficiency of the excercise.

• Climate Stress Test v 2.0 factoring the lessons learned and best industry 

practices observed in pilot exercise in 2022.
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• Despite certain progress in the regulatory thinking, concerns around use of 

ML techniques in regulatory models persists.

• Machine learning models are more challenging to build and interpret 

which is why they should be build in smart way.M
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• ESG agenda. The challenge is multidimensional and demanding for both 

strategy as well integration of the C&E risks in banks processes and systems. 

ESG disclosures is being implemented such as CSRD (ESRS), EU Taxonomy. 

Double materiality assessment, ....
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The demand for risk services is growing mainly due to two drivers:

(i) concept of permacrisis – continued period of instability and insecurity

(ii) pressure and regulatory adaptation



Key training priorities in the Financial Industry

Source: Grant Thornton survey 2023 to Internal Audit functions based on +100 responses

Skills GAP
What are your key focus areas over the next 12 – 24 months for 

your training and development plan?

• Banks were fairly evenly split in terms of training 

investment, with the exception of outsourcing and 

consumer duty which ranked last. This is expected given 

these are emerging regulations still being implemented by 

the business.

• Change assurance, blockchain and cryptocurrency and 

financial crime are other focus areas, in addition to softer 

skills around business and leadership.

• Over 70% of respondents said data analytics and ESG 

were areas they were focused on.

• 64% said that technology, including digital was a focus 

area.

• People and Culture and Consumer Duty were the focus 

areas that featured the least, with only around 40% of 

respondents mentioning them.

©2024 Grant Thornton International Ltd. All rights reserved.

Grant Thornton’s view

People in the industry are requested with skills which balance business and technical knowledge, and they have to be able to respond with an appropriate and 

challenging approach.
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Report title 11

Experience with ECB



ECB OSI Mission
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Objectives of on-site inspections

Exercises carried out by the ECB

❑ On-Site Inspections (OSI) : in-depth 

investigations of risk, risk controls and 

governance

❑ Internal Model Investigation (IMI): 

in-depth assessments of internal 

models used for the calculation of 

own fund requirements, in particular 

with regard to methodologies, 

economic appropriateness, risks, risk 

controls and governance.

Both types of inspection are carried out 

on the basis of a predefined scope, 

timeline and set of resources.

The outcome of an inspection is a report 

detailing the findings



ECB OSI Mission
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OSI life-cycle

Execution of the work programme. Techniques used (list not exhaustive)

❑ Observation, information verification and analysis

❑ Targeted Interviews

❑ Walk-through

❑ Sampling/case-by-case examinations

❑ Confirmation of data (integrity, accuracy and consistency)

❑ Benchmarking

❑ Model testing

• HoM: Head of Mission

• NCA: National Competent Authorities

• JST: Joint Supervisory Team (composed of 

supervisors from the ECB and NCAs)

• DG: Directorate General
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